I Will Not Be Conquered
Hook
I will not be conquered
I will not be caged
I’ll live how I want
I’ll choose my own way
I am not a monster
I am not afraid
I will be disaster
Like a hurricane
I am not predator
I am prey
But you can’t kill my words
I’m the voice of today
Verse 1
I’ll say it in my language pastahowin
Means what goes around comes back again
And I believe in that look around cant you tell
Things taking effect way before 2012
Young people stand up to rock the boat
Don’t wanna sink into the system they got to float
And if you aren’t down you’d better come on in
And if you aren’t a part you’d better learn how to swim
Young people you know that you are the proof
The link to the past represent the truth
Don’t lose that cause that’s all we got
Without you we’ll stop tryna connect the dots
I feel you ya this road is rough
So rough that some just stop and give up
And my heart breaks, it breaks everyday
My battle is based on my people’s pain
Hook
I will not be conquered
I will not be caged
I’ll live how I want
I’ll choose my own way
I am not a monster
I am not afraid
I will be disaster
Like a hurricane
I am not predator
I am prey
But you can’t kill my words

Im the voice of today
Verse 2
I don’t care if you like me I don’t even try
My circle includes those willing to die
Theirs a war is going on outside
But you can’t see it unless you open your eyes
Where words are weapons deadly weapons
Suicidal syllables submerged in sentences
Exploding explanations kill the questions
Listen real hard learn the lessons
Protect your rights, your way of life
For the young and the old who cannot fight
Don’t stop think back think about it for a minute
This is not the end this is only the beginning
And I wont stop this is my only way
And it don’t stop this is the only way
And we won’t stop this is the only way
Hook
I will not be conquered
I will not be caged
Ill live how I want
I’ll choose my own way
I am not a monster
I am not afraid
I will be disaster
Like a hurricane
I am not predator
I am prey
But you can’t kill my words
Im the voice of today
Bridge and Verse Three
As I crouch in my oskapeeos kneel
My senses separate the fake from the real
And I know that my time has come
To fix to mend whats come undone
As I reach up in my prayer stance
My offering wet from the sweat in my hands
and I know my time has come
to give thanks for another day in the sun
when I’m out holding my son’s hand
his eyes scan my eyes scanning the land
and we walk as a song lyrics to beats
slow stride quick shuffle on the cool concrete

I tell him that he’ll have a place
I mean I live for him so he’ll have a place
And I would die for him so that he’ll have a place
I promise that you’ll have a place
Hook
I will not be conquered
I will not be caged
Ill live how I want
I’ll choose my own way
I am not a monster
I am not afraid
I will be disaster
Like a hurricane
I am not predator
I am prey
But you can’t kill my words
Im the voice of today
Outro
I am not a criminal
Iam not enraged
I just don’t like the system
And ill tell that to your face
Things need to change
But whose gonna do it?

